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Effect of Pauli repulsion on the molecular exchange-correlation Kohn-Sham potential:
A comparative calculation of Ne2 and N2

O. V. Gritsenko, P. R. T. Schipper, and E. J. Baerends
Scheikundig Laboratorium der Vrije Universiteit, De Boelelaan 1083, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands

~Received 10 November 1997!

The Pauli repulsion between closed shells of two interacting systems induces structure in the exchange-
correlation Kohn-Sham potentialnxc . This effect has been studied by the construction ofnxc from theab initio
correlated densityr for the Ne2 dimer. Pauli repulsion manifests itself in the formation of a characteristic bond
midpoint peak ofnxc . The behavior ofnxc has been analyzed by means of a partitioning into various compo-
nents: the potential of the exchange-correlation holenxc

hole, the kinetic componentnc,kin , and the ‘‘response’’
componentn resp. These components have been constructed fromab initio first- and second-order density
matrices. All the components display bond midpoint peaks that contribute to the corresponding peak ofnxc .
The peaks ofnxc

hole and nc,kin have been interpreted in terms of localization and mobility of the exchange-
correlation hole, while the peak ofn resp is related to the Pauli repulsion with the help of the approximation of
Krieger-Li-Iafrate for this potential. The results obtained have been compared with those for the N2 molecule.
@S1050-2947~98!06505-6#

PACS number~s!: 31.25.2v
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Kohn-Sham~KS! approach of density-functiona
theory ~DFT! provides an efficient description of electro
exchange and correlation, since the local state-indepen
exchange-correlation potentialnxc(r ) incorporates all effects
of electron correlation in the one-electron KS equations@1#

H 2
1

2
¹21next~r !1nH~r !1nxc~r !J f i~r !5« if i~r ! .

~1.1!

Other potentials in Eq.~1.1! are the external potentialnext
and the Hartree potentialnH of the electrostatic electron re
pulsion. Various effects of electron correlation are rep
sented with the components ofnxc according to the partition
scheme of Refs.@2,3#:

nxc~r !5nxc
hole~r !1nc,kin~r !1n resp~r ! . ~1.2!

The main correlation effect, the formation of the exchan
correlation hole around the reference electron atr , is repre-
sented in Eq.~1.2! with the potential of the exchange
correlation holenxc

hole, while the potentialnc,kin represents
the effect of Coulomb correlation on the kinetic function
and the potentialn resprepresents ‘‘response’’ effects onnxc

hole

and nc,kin . The potentialsnxc
hole and nc,kin contribute also to

the exchange-correlation energy density«xc defined in@4,5#

«xc~r !5nc,kin~r !1 1
2 nxc

hole~r !, ~1.3!

which directly yields the exchange-correlation energyExc of
a many-electron system through the integral

Exc5E r~r !«xc~r !dr . ~1.4!

In its turn, the potentialnxc is defined as the functional de
rivative of Exc :
571050-2947/98/57~5!/3450~8!/$15.00
nt

-

-

l

nxc~@r#;r !5
dExc@r#

dr~r !
. ~1.5!

Accurate functionsnxc(r ) and «xc(r ) can be obtained nu
merically from accurateab initio wave functions. Examples
of nxc(r ) and«xc(r ) for atomic and prototype molecular sys
tems representing the main types of bonding and nonbon
interactions can serve for the analysis of the effects of e
tron correlation and as benchmarks for the correspond
DFT approximations. The potentialsnxc for the lightest
many-electron closed-shell atoms Be and Ne were c
structed with a variety of methods@6-13#, while a systematic
calculation ofnxc for atoms Li through Ar was performed b
the method of Zhao and Parr@11# in Refs.@14,15#. Molecular
nxc potentials were constructed by the method of van Le
wen and Baerends@13# for the hydrides LiH, BH, HF, CH2
@16,5,17,18# and dimers Li2, C2, N2, F2 @19,20,18# and by
the above-mentioned method of Zhao and Parr for a num
of molecules in the papers of Handyet al. @21,22#. Examples
of the correlation energy density«c for the He atom and the
H2 molecule were obtained in Ref.@4# followed by the ex-
amples of the exchange-correlation energy density«xc for
LiH, BH, HF @5# and Li2, N2, F2 @20#.

Effects of electron correlation manifest themselves
characteristic features ofnxc , «xc and their components. In
particular, exchange interaction of electrons of atomic sh
produces atomic intershell peaks ofnxc @23–26# and the cor-
responding steps ofn resp @3,27,28#. The left-right Coulomb
correlation of valence electrons, a molecular correlation
fect, produces a bond midpoint peak ofnc,kin @2,29# and a
positive buildup of the molecularnxc @30,31,17# and n resp
@17# around the more electronegative atom.

In this paper the manifestation of another molecular
fect, Pauli repulsion between closed electron shells of t
interacting fragments, is investigated. The noble-gas dim
Ne2 at a short interatomic distanceR(Ne-Ne) has been cho
sen as a prototype system with Pauli repulsion. The po
3450 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 3451EFFECT OF PAULI REPULSION ON THE MOLECULAR . . .
tials nxc(r ), nxc
hole(r ), nc,kin(r ), n resp(r ) constructed for Ne2

from an ab initio wave function using the configuration in
teraction~CI! method are compared with those obtained
the N2 molecule, a typical system with strong covale
bonds. The difference in the form of the potentialsnxc

hole(r )
and nc,kin(r ) for Ne2 and N2 is rationalized in terms of the
different localization and mobility of the correspondin
exchange-correlation holes. The effect of Pauli repulsion
the form of the response potentialn respis analyzed within the
approximation of Krieger, Li, and Iafrate~KLI ! @26# for this
potential. As will be shown below, for Ne2 Pauli repulsion
creates characteristic bond midpoint peaks for all potent
considered.

II. PARTITIONING OF nxc

In this section we will present the definition of the pote
tials nxc

hole, nc,kin , and n resp, the components~1.2! of the
exchange-correlation potentialnxc . The potential of the
exchange-correlation holenxc

hole is expressed through the pa
tially integrated diagonal part of the second-order den
matrix r2(r1 ,r2) or through the pair-correlation functio
gl(r1 ,r2) with the electron interactionl/r 12 at full strength
l51 and also through the exchange-correlation hole func
rxc(r2ur1):

nxc
hole~r1!5E r2~r1 ,r2!2r~r1!r~r2!

ur12r2ur~r1!
dr2

5E r~r2!@gl51~r1 ,r2!21#

ur12r2u
dr2

5E rxc~r2ur1!

ur12r2u
dr2 . ~2.1!

As follows from Eq.~2.1!, the value ofnxc
hole at r1 is deter-

mined by the form of the exchange-correlation hole, i.e.,
the form ofrxc as a function ofr2 .

The kinetic componentnc,kin @2,5# is the kinetic correla-
tion energy density,

Tc5T2Ts5E r~r !@nkin~r !2vs,kin~r !#dr

5E r~r !nc,kin~r !dr , ~2.2!

which can be defined via the conditional probability amp
tudes @32# F(s1 ,x2 ,...,xNur1) and Fs(s1 ,x2 ,...,xNur1) of
the total ground-state wave functionC0(x1 ,x2 ,...,xN) and
the Kohn-Sham determinantCs(x1 ,x2 ,...,xN) ($xi%
5$r i ,si%, $r i% are the space and$si% are the spin variables!
and it can be expressed through the first-order density m
ces

F~s1 ,x2 ,...,xNur1!5
C0~x1 ,x2 ,...,xN!

Ar~r1!/N
, ~2.3!

Fs~s1 ,x2 ,...,xNur1!5
Cs~x1 ,x2 ,...,xN!

Ar~r1!/N
, ~2.4!
r
t

n

ls

y

n

y

ri-

nc,kin~r1!5
1

2 E u“1F~s1 ,x2 ,...,xNur1!u2ds1dx2¯dxN

2
1

2 E u“1Fs~s1 ,x2 ,...,xNur1!u2ds1dx2¯dxN

5
“1•“1@r~r18 ,r1!2rs~r18 ,r1!#ur

185r1

2r~r1!
. ~2.5!

nc,kin is here obtained from first derivatives of the on
electron density matrices. It can obviously, as a difference
kinetic energy densities, also be obtained in terms of sec
derivatives of one-electron density matrices. Becausenc,kin is
a unique function of position, the two alternative expressio
yield the same local values@2,20#. nkin is a measure of the
magnitude of change inF, i.e., a change in the tota
exchange-correlation hole, with changingr1 . It peaks when
this hole changes rapidly with changingr1 . Similarly ns,kin
reflects the magnitude of change inFs with changingr1 ,
i.e., change in the exchange-only~Fermi! hole. nc,kin thus
reflects the differential effect, basically the mobility of th
correlation~Coulomb! hole with variations of the referenc
position r1 .

The last component of~1.2!, the response potentialn respis
defined as follows:

n resp~r3!5
1

2 E r~r1!r~r2!

ur12r2u
dg

l51~@r#;r1 ,r2!

dr~r3!
dr1dr2

1E r~r2!
dnc,kin~@r#!;r2)

dr~r3!
dr2 . ~2.6!

As shown in@2#, n resp can be expressed also via the expe
tation values of the Hamiltonian of the (N21)-electron sys-
tem calculated with the conditional probability amplitudesF
andFs of Eqs.~2.3! and~2.4!. Note thatn respis, compared to
other components of Eq.~1.2!, a somewhat peculiar poten
tial. While thenxc

hole andnc,kin potentials contribute also to th
exchange-correlation energy density«xc @Eq. ~1.3!#, n resp
only entersnxc and it does not contribute to«xc , thus repre-
senting the ‘‘nonenergy’’ component ofnxc . The potentials
nxc

hole and nc,kin are expressed in a simple way through t
second- and first-order density matrices, whilen resp lacks
such a simple expression, which hampers its analysis. A
matter of fact, in order to obtainn resp, one has to construc
the total exchange-correlation potentialnxc and its compo-
nentsnxc

hole andnc,kin and then calculaten respas the difference
n resp5nxc2nxc

hole2nc,kin .
In the next section we shall analyze qualitatively the

fect of Pauli repulsion onn resp using the approximation o
Krieger, Li, and Iafraten resp

KLI for this potential.n resp
KLI is a part

of the KLI exchange potentialnx
KLI @33#:

nx
KLI ~r !5nx

hole~r !1n resp
KLI ~r !. ~2.7!

nx
KLI models the exchange potentialnx

OPM of the optimized
potential model~OPM! @23,34,35#. One can also conside
nx

KLI as an approximation to the exchange-correlation pot
tial nxc of Eq. ~1.2!. In this approximation the kinetic contri
bution nc,kin due to Coulomb correlation is neglected, th
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3452 57O. V. GRITSENKO, P. R. T. SCHIPPER, AND E. J. BAERENDS
potential of the exchange-correlation holenxc
hole is replaced

with the potential of the exchange holenx
hole, bothnx

hole and
the KLI response potentialn resp

KLI being expressed in terms o
the orbitalsf i ~a closed-shell system is considered!:

nx
hole~r !5(

i 51

N/2

nxi~r !
2uf i~r !u2

r~r !
, ~2.8!

nxi~r1!52
1

f i~r1! (
j 51

N/2

f j~r1!E f i~r2!f j* ~r2!

ur12r2u
dr2 ,

~2.9!

n resp
KLI ~r !5 (

i 51

N/221

wi

2uf i~r !u2

r~r !
, ~2.10!

wi5E uf i~r !u2@nx
KLI ~r !2nxi~r !#dr . ~2.11!

According to Eq.~2.8!, nx
hole is the statistical average of th

Hartree-Fock exchange operatorsnxi of all occupied orbitals,
while the expression~2.10! for n resp

KLI is the average of the
orbital constantswi , which does not include a contributio
from the highest occupied molecular orbital~HOMO!.

It follows from Eq.~2.10! that the form ofn resp
KLI as a func-

tion of r is determined by the form of the KS orbitalsf i(r )
and densityr~r !, and also by the relative magnitude of th
orbital constantswi . Since Pauli repulsion originates from
the electron exchange, one can expect that the KLI appr
mation~2.10! reproduces~at least qualitatively! the Pauli re-
pulsion effect onn resp of Eq. ~2.6!.

III. NOTION OF PAULI REPULSION
AND CALCULATIONAL DETAILS

Pauli repulsion between closed shells is a manifestatio
the Pauli exclusion principle, which is, in its turn, a cons
quence of the antisymmetry of a many-electron wave fu
tion. According to this principle, there is zero probability f
two electrons to occupy the same point in the configuratio
space. This means that two electrons with the same spin
zero probability of being found at the same point in thre
dimensional physical space.

Within the one-electron approach the exclusion princi
requires that no two electrons occupy the same spin orb
In particular, for the case of two interacting subsystems w
closed electron shells the exclusion principle requires oc
pation of the antibonding molecular orbitals~MOs! of the
total system, since in this case the number of electron
always larger than the number of the available bonding s
orbitals. This gives rise to Pauli repulsion of the closed el
tron shells.

Pauli repulsion manifests itself in the depletion of t
electron densityr of the total system in the region of overla
of the densities of the closed-shell fragments. This can
illustrated with a two-orbital model applied to the simple
molecular closed-shell system, the He2 dimer. In this case
individual He atoms are represented with thes-type KS or-
bitals a(r ) andb(r ), while both bonding
i-

of
-
-

al
ve
-

e
l.

h
u-

is
in
-

e
t

g~r !5
1

A212S
@a~r !1b~r !# ~3.1!

and antibonding

u~r !5
1

A222S
@a~r !2b~r !# ~3.2!

MOs g(r ) andu(r ) contribute to the molecular densityr,

r~r !5g2~r !1u2~r !5
1

12S2 @a2~r !1b2~r !22Sa~r !b~r !#.

~3.3!

In Eqs.~3.1!–~3.3! S is the overlap integral,

S5E a~r !b~r !dr . ~3.4!

One can see the effect of Pauli repulsion onr comparing Eq.
~3.3! with the sum of atomic densitiesrS :

rS~r !5a2~r !1b2~r !. ~3.5!

r of Eq. ~3.3! exhibits an electron charge depletion in th
overlap region and a charge accumulation in the regi
around the nuclei as compared torS @36#. Figure 1 illustrates
these features of the density redistribution (r2rS) along the
bond axis obtained withab initio CI calculation for the Ne2
dimer with a short interatomic distanceR(Ne-Ne)52.4
bohrs. Apart from the charge rearrangements indica
above, there is in addition a sharp dip in (r2rS) practically
at the nuclei. This is caused by the orthogonality requirem
of the occupied valence shells (2s,2p) on atomB onto the
1s shell of atomA, and vice versa. This is in fact also

FIG. 1. Density redistribution (r2rS) along the bond axis for
the Ne2 dimer.
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57 3453EFFECT OF PAULI REPULSION ON THE MOLECULAR . . .
manifestation of Pauli repulsion, this time of core-valen
type, which we will not further consider.

As shown in @36#, the charge depletion leads to an i
crease of the kinetic energy, the principal energy effect of
Pauli repulsion. Pauli repulsion plays an important ro
since the combined effect of covalent or ionic bonding
valence electrons and Pauli repulsion of the closed ato
subshells determines the equilibrium geometry of molecu
However, the effect of Pauli repulsion on the exchan
correlation potentialnxc has not been studied yet.

In this paper, in order to study this effect, the potentialnxc

with its componentsnxc
hole, nc,kin , and n resp has been con-

structed for the noble-gas dimer Ne2. This system has bee
chosen, since at short interatomic distances it lacks bond
thus representing the pure effect of Pauli repulsion of
closed 2s and 2p subshells of the Ne atoms. The potentia
are compared with those constructed for the N2 molecule, a
prototype system with strong covalent bonds.Ab initio CI
calculations of Ne2 and N2, with subsequent construction o
the potentials, were performed at the bond dista
R(A-A)52.074 bohrs and at several larger distances us
the ATMOL package@37#. For N2 R(A2A)52.074 bohrs is
the equilibrium bond distanceRe , while for Ne2 it is a short
interatomic contact with a strong Pauli repulsion.

Having its origin in the exchange of electrons, the Pa
repulsion effect should not depend much on the amoun
Coulomb correlation included in the CI calculation. Beari
this in mind, we have performed moderate size, single re
ence CI calculations for Ne2 in a basis of sixs-, five p-, and
two d-contracted Gaussian functions, which has been
tained from the correlation-consistent polarized core-vale
triple zeta added~cc-pCVTZ! basis@38#. However, for N2 it
becomes crucially important to properly take into acco
the Coulomb correlation of the electrons of the multip
bonds. Therefore, multireference CI~MRCI! calculations
have been carried out for N2 in the cc-pCVTZ basis. 106
reference configurations were selected within the inter
space of 10 lowest-energy Hartree-Fock MOs. All single a
double excitations from each reference configuration to
ther internal or external subspaces have been included in
MRCI, which have also been augmented with the configu
tions obtained by single excitation from a reference confi
ration to the internal subspace with subsequent single e
tation to the external subspace. The MRCI calculat
performed atRe recovered 86% of the total Coulomb corr
lation energy for N2.

To constructnxc and its components, the first-order de
sity matrixr(r18 ,r1), its diagonal partr(r ), and the diagona
part r2(r1 ,r2) of the second-order density matrix have be
calculated from the CI wave function by means of a Gau
ian orbital density functional code@2,39# based on the
ATMOL package. The KS orbitals and potential have be
constructed with the iterative procedure of van Leeuwen
Baerends@13# in the same basis of MOs as has been used
the CI calculations. The accuracy of the resultant KS so
tion can be characterized by the integrated difference
tween the calculated~from the KS orbitals! densityrm and
target CI densityr ~absolute error of the iterative procedur!

Dr5E urm~r !2r~r !udr ~3.6!
e

e
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with a typical valueDr50.003e for both Ne2 and N2.

IV. THE POTENTIALS FOR Ne 2 and N2

Figure 2 compares the exchange-correlation potentialsnxc

and the potentials of the exchange-correlation holenxc
hole con-

structed for Ne2 and N2 at the same bond distanc
R(A-A)52.074 bohrs. The potentials are plotted along
bond axis as functions of the distancez from the bond mid-
point, so that the pictures compare the region of thes bond
of N2 with the region of the strong Pauli repulsion of th

FIG. 2. The exchange-correlation potentialnxc and the potential
of the exchange-correlation holenxc

hole along the bond axis~a! Ne2

and ~b! Ne2.
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3454 57O. V. GRITSENKO, P. R. T. SCHIPPER, AND E. J. BAERENDS
occupied 2s and 2pz orbitals of the individal Ne atoms o
Ne2.

In spite of this difference in the bonding patterns, t
potentialsnxc for these systems have similar qualitative fe
tures. For both systemsnxc has deep wells around the nucle
which represent, mainly, the attractive effect of the co
tracted Fermi hole, similar to the 1s charge density, tha
exists around a reference electron in the 1s shell, accounting
for the excluded self-interaction of 1s electrons. These wells
are terminated with intershell peaks between the core
valence regions of atoms Ne and N. In the bonding reg
nxc displays a bond midpoint peak. However, there is a s
nificant quantitative difference here. While for N2 this peak
is relatively small,nxc for Ne2 possesses a high bond mi
point peak approaching zero value atz50 @compare Figs.
2~a! and 2~b!#. In order to find out the reasons for this di
ference, we shall compare the components~1.2! of nxc .

(a) The hole potentialnxc
hole. Comparison of the main com

ponents, the hole potentialsnxc
hole of Ne2 and N2 reveals a

striking difference in the bonding region~small z values!.
For N2 nxc

hole has a plateau in this region@see Fig. 2~b!#, while
for Ne2 it forms a bond midpoint peak@see Fig. 2~a!#, which
contributes to the corresponding peak ofnxc .

A possible interpretation of this difference can be bas
on the different form of the exchange-correlation hole fun
tionsrxc(r2ur1) of Ne2 and N2, the latter function, according
to Eq.~2.1!, determining the value ofnxc

hole(r1). In the case of
the N2 molecule the region around the bond midpoint is t
interior region of the exchange~Fermi! hole of thes bond,
which is delocalized symmetrically over both N atoms@40#.
The hole has large depth around each nucleus and it is
sentially static; i.e., it does not change shape when the re
ence position is changed around the bond midpoint@40#. In
@20#, in order to make a qualitative interpretation of the p
teau form ofnxc

hole, this hole was approximated effective
with a simple electrostatic model of two charges of20.5e,
which are placed along the bond axis at distancesr and2r
from the bond midpoint. This model is valid for small di
placementsz from the bond midpoint and produces the fo
lowing very simple hole potential:

nmod
hole~z!52

0.5

r 2z
2

0.5

r 1z
>2

1

r S 12
z2

r 2D . ~4.1!

Within this model the potential will only change in secon
order for small displacements (z/r !1) from the bond mid-
point, so that it is essentially flat around the bond midpo
These simple electrostatic arguments show that the pla
of nxc

hole in the bonding region of N2 @see Fig. 2~b!# can be
understood as a manifestation of the delocalized, static
ture of the corresponding Fermi hole. The presence of
additional Coulomb hole, which atRe is much weaker than
the exchange hole, does not change this feature qualitativ

When not only the bonding orbital is occupied, but al
the corresponding antibonding orbital, the Fermi hole
haves very differently. In this case, an orbital localizati
procedure will give two localized orbitals around the tw
atoms. The Fermi hole is similar to minus the charge den
of the localized orbital when the reference electron is som
where within the region of the localized orbital@41,42#.
-

-

d
n
-

d
-

s-
r-

-

t.
au

a-
e

ly.

-

ty
e-

When the reference electron moves from a nucleus towa
the bond midpoint, the hole will first remain localized in th
atomic region and the potential will have a Coulombic b
havior when the midpoint is approached. However, when
reference electron crosses the bond midpoint, it will enter
region of the localized orbital around the other nucleus, a
the hole will accordingly rapidly change shape and beco
centered around the other nucleus. Taken together, two s
metrical Coulombic segments form the bond midpoint pe
of nxc

hole @see Fig. 2~a!#. The ‘‘jumping’’ of the Fermi hole
when the reference position crosses the bond midpoint
be deduced immediately from the Fermi amplitu
wFermi(r2ur1), where2uwFermi(r2ur1)u2 describes the hole a
a function of positionr2 when the reference electron is atr1 .
Using w1 andw2 for the bonding and antibonding orbitalsg
andu, respectively, the exact expression for the Fermi a
plitude is @40#

wFermi~r2ur1!5(
i 51

2

cFermi~r1!w i~r2!5(
i 51

2 A2w i~r1!

Ar~r1!
w i~r2!.

~4.2!

The amplitude is a linear combination of the occupied orb
als, with coefficients that are dependent on the reference
sition. With r1 around atomA, both g(r1) and u(r1) are
approximately1(1/2)Ar(r1), and the amplitude~as a func-
tion of r2! has shape;a(r2), andrx(r2ur1)52ua(r2)u2 is
localized at atomA. If, however, r1 is around atomB,
u(r1)52g(r1)'1(1/2)Ar(r1), the Fermi amplitude be-
comes;b(r2), and the holerx(r2ur1)'2ub(r2)u2 is local-
ized at atomB.

(b) The kinetic correlation potentialnc,kin. When the ex-
change hole makes a ‘‘jump,’’ i.e., changes rapidly ove
shortr1 interval, bothns,kin andnkin will exhibit a peak. This
has been observed whenr1 crosses an intershell boundary
an atom@2,3#. According to the analysis above, in the case
Ne2 we may expect such peaks inns,kin andnkin at the bond
midpoint. In nc,kin these cancel, and the observed small b
clearly visible bond midpoint peak of the potentialnc,kin in
Ne2 ~see Fig. 3! reflects the mobility of just the Coulomb
correlation hole nearz50.

The bond midpoint peak ofnc,kin for Ne2 resembles the
positive maximum innc,kin at the bond midpoint for the H2
molecule, which was established in Ref.@2#. This maximum
becomes a very striking peak innc,kin in stretched H2. How-
ever, thenc,kin peaks represent different kinetic correlatio
effects in the cases of H2 and Ne2. The peak for Ne2 arises in
a no-bond situation and represents a ‘‘jump’’ of the ess
tially localized atomic Coulomb hole from one atom to a
other. For H2 on the other hand the positive maximum
nc,kin arises in an electron pair bond where the Coulomb h
is delocalized over both atoms, being negative on the a
nearest to the reference position and positive on the o
atom. The positive maximum ofnc,kin reflects in this case the
rapid reversal in sign of the Coulomb hole when the ref
ence position passes the bond midpoint~cf. @40,43#!, the hole
remaining delocalized. For stretched H2 the Coulomb hole
becomes large and the hole switching whenr1 passes the
bond midpoint induces a much larger peak than at equi
rium bond length. In the present case of three electron
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bonds in N2 at equilibrium distance, we find thatnc,kin is
positive around the bond midpoint~see Fig. 3!, in agreement
with expectations@2,20#, although it does not exhibit a pea
but rather a valley. For both Ne2 and N2 the most visible
features ofnc,kin are the 1s-2s intershell peaks and the peak
at small distances to the nuclei analogous to the peaks
served and explained in Refs.@16,5# for the hydrides LiH,
BH, and HF.

(c) The response potentialn resp. In Fig. 4 the potentials
n respare compared for Ne2 and N2. A spectacular manifesta
tion of the strong Pauli repulsion is the relatively large bo
midpoint peak of the potentialn resp for Ne2 ~see Fig. 4!. The

FIG. 3. Comparison of the potentialsnc,kin for Ne2 and N2.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the potentialsn resp for Ne2 and N2.
b-

height of this peak is much larger than that of the cor
sponding peak of the potentialnc,kin and it is n resp that is
responsible for the buildup of the additional bond midpo
peak of the total exchange-correlation potentialnxc on top of
the peak of its componentnxc

hole @see Fig. 2~a!#.
Before analyzing this bond midpoint peak more close

we note that another characteristic feature ofn resp is its step-
like high buildups in the atomic core regions, which we
established and interpreted in@3,28#. The typical height of
the core stepDn resp for N2 is smaller than that for Ne2 and it
is in agreement with its rough estimate@27# for the case of
the exchange-only potentialnx of the optimized potential
model ~OPM!:

Dn resp'0.38A«HOMO2« i , ~4.3!

where in this case« i is the energy of the core orbital. Th
step pattern ofn resp is disturbed by cusps and wiggles ne
the nucleus, which we have not further analyzed.

We have observed before@3,28# that the step pattern in
the atomic shells can be related to the ‘‘jumping’’ of th
exchange hole when the reference position moves acros
intershell boundaries and that this behaviour is already r
resented by the KLI approximation for the response part
the exchange potential,nx,resp

KLI , Eq. ~2.10!. The bond mid-
point peak ofn resp can also be related qualitatively to th
Pauli repulsion and the concomitant jumping of the excha
hole from one atom to the next with the help of the K
model n resp

KLI @Eq. ~2.10!#. We consider the simplest closed
shell system with Pauli repulsion, the He2 dimer, with the
two occupied KS MOsg(r ) and u(r ) mentioned before. It
follows from Eq.~2.10! that n resp

KLI for He2 contains only one
term:

n resp
KLI ~r !5wg

2ug~r !u2

2ug~r !u212uu~r !u2 . ~4.4!

The form ofn resp
KLI as a function of the electron coordinater is

determined by the ratioug(r )u2/@ ug(r )u21uu(r )u2#. The ratio
attains a maximum value 1.0 at the bond midpoint pla
since the antibonding orbitalu(r ) has a zero value at thi
plane. In particular when the overlapS @Eq. ~3.4!# is large,
the value ofu(r ) will be significantly larger in the atomic
regions than that ofg(r ) due to the different factors
1/A(222S) and 1/A(212S) @Eqs. ~3.1! and ~3.2!#, respec-
tively. The ratioug(r )u2/@ ug(r )u21uu(r )u2# will then rapidly
decrease to a value well below 0.5 for positions off the bo
midplane. At large distances from the nuclei a more diffu
orbital u(r ) brings a dominant contribution to the densityr
and the ratio approaches the zero value. Thus, the pote
n resp

KLI develops a peak of heightwg at the bond midpoint tha
originates from the occupation of the antibonding MO,
that it can be considered as the Pauli repulsion effect.

Formula~4.4! is also approximately valid for the potentia
n resp

KLI of the Ne2 molecule in the region around the bond mi
point, if we neglect contributions from all orbitals but th
antibonding HOMO u(r )52psu and the corresponding
bonding MO g(r )52psg . In this case we consider onl
Pauli repulsion of the occupied 2pz orbitals of two Ne atoms,
which, according to Eq.~4.4!, creates the bond midpoin
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peak ofn resp
KLI . The interaction of the closed 2s subshells of

Ne atoms adds an additional Pauli repulsion effect at
bond midpoint.

It is interesting to note that the potentialn resp constructed
for the N2 molecule also displays a bond midpoint pea
though it is much smaller than that for Ne2. We conjecture
that this peak represents Pauli repulsion of the closeds
subshells of N atoms, which has indeed been shown to
an important role in the electron momentum density@44#.
We note that, in agreement with this assignment, for both2
and Ne2 the height of the peak of the constructed poten
n resp decreases with increasing bond distance, which co
lates with the decreasing Pauli repulsion of the closed e
tron shells. The peak ofn resp for N2 is responsible for the
same feature innxc @compare Figs. 2~b! and 4#.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the effect of Pauli repulsion between clos
shells on the exchange-correlation Kohn-Sham potentialnxc
has been established and analyzed.nxc and its components
have been constructed fromab initio correlated first- and
second-order density matrices for the Ne2 dimer at short in-
teratomic distances, a prototype system with strong Paul
pulsion. The results have been compared with those for
N2 molecule, a prototype system with strong covalent bo
ing.

Pauli repulsion manifests itself in the formation of a ch
acteristic bond midpoint peak ofnxc . This peak is built up
primarily by corresponding peaks in the hole and respo
parts of the potential,nxc

hole(r ) andn resp, respectively. In both
cases these peaks are a manifestation of the strong loca
tion of the exchange hole on the atom nearest to the re
ence positionr , with as a corollary ‘‘jumping’’ of the hole
when the reference position crosses the bond midpouint.
.
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localization is due~as is the well-known possibility of orbita
localization! to having both bonding and antibonding MO
occupied~which is when we have Pauli repulsion instead
bonding!. The bond midpoint maximum innxc

hole(r ) has been
related to the Coulombic tails of the potentials of atom ce
tered localized holes. The large bond midpoint peak of
‘‘response’’ potentialn resp observed for Ne2 has been char-
acterized as the Pauli repulsion effect, i.e., antibonding
bital occupation, with the help of the approximate express
of Krieger-Li-Iafrate~KLI ! for n resp.

The third component ofnxc , the kinetic componentnc,kin ,
exhibits a small bond midpoint peak that has been interpre
as the kinetic correlation effect, representing a rapid ‘‘jum
of the Coulomb correlation hole from one atom to anoth
when the reference electron crosses the bond midpoint.

In the case of N2, with three electron pair bonds,nxc
hole

exhibits a plateau in the bonding region, which reflects
delocalized nature of the corresponding Fermi hole in cas
electron pair bonds~only the bonding orbitals occupied!. The
relatively small bond midpoint peak ofn respobserved for N2
has been attributed to the Pauli repulsion of the closeds
subshells of the interacting N atoms.

The simple prototype systems Ne2 and N2 represent two
main types of atomic interaction, covalent bonding on o
hand and Pauli repulsion between closed shells on the o
hand. One can expect that the accurate potentialsnxc and the
exchange-correlation densities«xc of more complex mol-
ecules will display, in different spatial regions, features
tablished for one of these effects or their combination. F
thermore, the study of the Pauli repulsion effect underta
in this paper is relevant for molecular reactions, since t
effect plays an important role in the transition state of
reaction. These problems will be addressed in our furt
work.
ys.
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